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introduction
The radius of associations I made
while building this body of work
during Covid-19 lockdown 2020 was
huge. I was able to work without
distraction and outside of time;
the routine of doing an hour of
claywork and an hour of watercolour
painting whenever I needed to,
anchored my routine during lockdown.
It is my 64th year and time to return to
prioritising making artworks.
Included in this is being with the
smell of paint, pacing and sitting,
writing and reading, listening and
waiting, making images. There is
always a readiness in me and
Covid-19 allowed me to be with
time in my studio. I could actively
think into and touch colour as it
happened and in memory.
By late November I returned to the
two large canvases which I had started
in late 2019 and completed them in
January. I had shown the four
Threshold pieces in a group show in
2019 and decided to include them
as a rhythmic way into the whole
exhibition. Margie Murgatroyd

guided the curating of the work
in the Spin Street space with an
exacting eye and a deep sensitivity
into the nuances and subtleties of my
painting that she has come to know
well over the past decade.
The conversations that I shared
with friends, with visitors, with peers
and professionals from the artworld
were deeply rewarding. Questions
included how the work was made,
what relevance it has personally and
socially, how to be an independent
artist and management of time and
resources, the trajectory of my work
over the past four decades and many
more. The discussions varied from
the very personal experiences of the
surfaces, the visceral, the feel of the
paintings, the narrative responses
expressed by many viewers and the
genre of nonfigurative artwork in
general. I listened to stories and
opinions generated in the imaginations
of viewers as they internalized
the imagery. These exchanges and
interactions were all a great privilege;
they took the work from the isolation
of the studio into the public arena.
I feel encouraged by the whole
experience. Thank you.

Emerald Calling
2020
Oil on Canvas
80 x 120 cm

“I feel my way
into finding
an image as I
would settle into
the boat, feel the
water beneath
me, hold the
oar and move;
sometimes
when painting,
it is as if I follow
myself into an
awaiting image.”

“In this body of work the metaphor of a vessel
that carries our imagination is described by the
simple makoro canoe. In a fleet of these little
boats, the viewer is taken on a voyage through
a universe of unknown territories – deserts and
deltas, tree tops and skies, interiors and edges;
we are allowed to float within and beyond reality,
into a landscape of memory and dreams.”

“The makoro is also
used as a metaphor
for the way the eye
sees and the mind
interrupts, linking
thought, feeling, and
intuition, allowing the
viewer to expand
and explore the
visual narrative. This
is evident in the small
watercolour images.”

previous spread,
from left
Luminal 3
2021
Oil on Canvas
60 x 90 cm
Luminal 2
2021
Oil on Canvas
70 x 90 cm
Luminal 1
2021
Oil on Canvas
50 x 70 cm
Luminal 4
2021
Oil on Canvas
70 x 90 cm

“The frequencies
described by line
and mark move with
the close tonal values
which change as the
natural light shifts and
the viewer moves
past or rests in front
of a painting and
moves into the subtly
constructed layers.”

Gravity
2020
Oil on Canvas
150 x 240 cm

“Some of the paintings resonate
with the pulses of water and the
rings of the moon. The ripples
and chirps of gravity in action;
the rain drops and the water falls,
the stars float, the night falls, the
moon rises. The rhythms bring
connectivity. As a weaver gathers
and disperses threads and listens
to the rhythms of the loom, as a
spinner hears the wood and wool
rush on the wheel, we can listen
to colour with our eyes. Colour
fully occupies the space that it
inhabits, colour fully occupies the
surrounding space too.”
Far And Away
2021
Oil on Canvas
30 x 42 cm

Chirp
2021
Oil on Canvas
30 x 42 cm

Here And Now
2021
Oil on Canvas
20 x 30 cm

Midday Sun
2019
Oil on Canvas
45 x 90 cm

“There is seldom
an echo; rather
a frequency of
sound and vision
that becomes
clearer the more
we encounter
the colour.”

Threshold 4
2020
Oil on Canvas
60 x 70 cm

Threshold 1
2020
Oil on Canvas
60 x 70 cm

Threshold 2
2020
Oil on Canvas
60 x 70 cm

Threshold 3
2020
Oil on Canvas
60 x 70 cm

“As a painter I talk to the push and pull of colours,
their temperature, liquidity and velocity.”

Rhythms Sticks 2
2021
Oil on Canvas
30 x 42 cm

Rhythms Sticks 1
2020
Oil on Canvas
30 x 42 cm

“Every day during
lockdown I set
aside time to dig
my fingers into wet
clay and sculpt
boats, pods, coffins.
Painting a small
watercolour most
days became
a measure of
real time during
lockdown; all are
carriers for our
imaginations.”

Portal
2020
Oil on Canvas
20 x 20 cm

Orbit
2020
Oil on Canvas
15 x 15 cm

We Are Sailing
2020
Oil on Canvas
20 x 20 cm

left
To Be Free
2021
Oil on Canvas
40 x 40 cm
right
Lunar
2020
Oil on Canvas
30 x 37 cm

“With a sense of
humour and a
deep sense of the
vulnerability that we
all carry, I play with
the contradiction
of the tangible and
intangible, made
clear by the reflected
light of the far-away
moon, on a watery
inconstant world ruled
by the invisible push
and pull of the tides.”

Open Shade
2020
Oil on Canvas
150 x 240 cm

“A painting is a
universe that we
encounter receptively
and/or assertively.
Our imagination is
activated in various
ways, encouraging
curiosity and
conversation.”

opposite
Where The Water Runs
2020
Oil on Canvas
40 x 60 cm
right
Sunbirds
2020
Oil on Canvas
64 x 55 cm

“The crafted clay boats
are totemic. As tactile
objects, they can be held
in the hand and rubbed,
while the eye is lost in
the mysteries of the Raku
glaze. These little boats
draw us into a universe
of curiosity and variety.”

left
Night Fall
2021
Oil on Canvas
84 x 119 cm
right
Ripple
2021
Oil on Canvas
84 x 59 cm

Water And The Moon
2020
Oil on Canvas
119 x 158 cm

“In the large paintings, I have removed
the physical boats and suggest the
viewer becomes the vessel themselves;
one needs to feel supported by the
rhythmic power of the moving water.
Different rhythms are set up by mark
and line in such a way that we can feel
silence, a beat or vibration. A dance
between the viewer and the work is set
in motion; you are invited to untie the
ropes, up anchor, leave the shore and
move with these paintings.”

essay

By Voyile Voyiya

“I am as
curious about
painting as
I am in the
earth and the
cosmos; the
order and
unknown.”
Full Moon Calling
2020
Oil on Canvas
140 x 198 cm

The exhibition Water And The
Moon reflects Jill Trappler’s on-going
voyage of investigation, discovery and
creative exploration of non-figurative
art making. Her continuing interest in
exploring various facets of abstraction
is accompanied by a determination to
assert the materiality of the painted
surface; this is evident in the paintings
such as Mid-summer Morning and Joy
where the visible brushstrokes, with
touches of pure colour represent both
themselves as paint and as the mirage
of the unconscious mind.
Trappler opts for nuance and
focuses on the subtle treatment
of her subjects while imbuing
them with an energy that vibrates
in perfect harmony. By virtue of
their large scale, paintings such as
Open Shade (150x240cm), Full Moon
Calling (140X198cm) and Beyond The
Wall (140x198cm) among others are
endowed with self-assured authority
to summon the viewer to attention
from a distance as they wait silently, if

invitingly, for the viewer to make
the first approach. As the viewer is
drawn closer to observe details, the
eye is led into a dance around patterns
and spatial relations.
The viewer now has a responsibility
of producing meaning as does the
artist. Owing to abstract art resistance
to narrative interpretation, the viewer
uses their own frames of reference
to translate and interpret what they
are viewing.
One of the significant aspects of art
is the notion of transformation, that
is, the transformation of pigment,
found objects and sound among
others, into new configurations
and experience. Jill Trappler is a
transformer. She takes you out of the
box and into expanded possibilities
and assures you that it is ok to be
vulnerable, not to be afraid of the
unknown. In her art making Trappler
seems to trust her unconscious mind
to lead her to true feelings rather
than socially conditioned answers. In
giving free reign to intuition rather
than intellect she is opening herself to
vulnerability and invites the viewer to
join the journey.
The viewing experience of this

exhibition has a musical resonance
with each image stimulating
its neighbour by a sequence of
variations like riffs and sequences
in jazz improvisations. The musical
dimension of this is more visible in
the series of paintings titled Threshold.
The vertical lines running horizontally
echo musical notes. Even though
they are not mimetically articulated,
they still suggest rhythmic patterns.
This series as well as the painting
Kalahari Calling with which it shares
musical association, reflect a perfect
marriage of spontaneity and control.
The musical analogy goes further in
the painting titled Kalahari Calling
where the vertical rhythms seem to
suggest a duet of musical instruments
harmoniously paired tonally and
acting together to please the ear and
pleasing the eye in a to-ing and froing movement. The Threshold series
has the same musical underpinning
with a much more varied musical
composition spread over a few
paintings, here each painting seems
to be depicting a particular phase
in the musical composition with
a pregnant silence which acts as a
transition to another phase which

in turn reflects another view-point
and another rhythm with each phase/
image retaining its individuality yet
harmoniously related to the whole.
This is achieved by means of related
background colours which anchor the
individual phases/image and hold the
series together. The colour contrasts
create their own rhythms in support
of the soloists while the same time
providing the underlying pulse.
Jill Trappler is not painting
musicians, her paintings echo
sounds, her colours reflect moods
and tensions, her rhythms recall
improvisational jazz masters, like
Mankunku, Ngozi, the meditative
piano of Abdulla Ibrahim, the soulful
tenor of Ben Webster and haunting
percussion of Zakir Hussain. “The
viewpoint may change, the form may
change but if its jazz it has to swing,
it has to take you away”, says Art
Blakey. Trappler’s work reflects the
adventurism of jazz improvisation,
evolving, transforming old to new
forms and taking you away to a
landscape where you become one with
the sounds she is painting.
The on-going global turbulence
caused by the Covid-19 pandemic and

other social ills has created extreme
uncertainty, contributing to individual
stress and emotional breakdown.
Trappler’s images such as Open Sky
and Open Shade have a meditative
spirit which create an atmosphere
for deep thought and reflection.
The atmospheric rendering of paint
creates a feeling akin to an ethereal
filter that seems to conceal a presence
that is not yet ready to be revealed or
reveal itself. Her images also radiate a
sense of tranquillity and peace while
simultaneously imbued with internal
energy. They seem to have an ability
to calm troubled souls and with joyful
paintings such as Mid-summer Morning
offer an optimistic view of tomorrow.
“A rain puddle on a littered, cracked
and dirty city sidewalk does still
reflect the blue sky following a
storm, after all... If you look for it.”
(Burwell: 1997:36)
From Painting To Painting As Sculpture:
The Journey Of Lilian Thomas Burwell
Kalahari Calling
2020
Oil on Canvas
120 x 160 cm
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